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In 1986, the Sixth National People’s Congress enacted the General Principles of Civil Law
of the People Republic of China (”1986Code). The 1986 Code is now undergoing comprehensive
revision. The Standing Committee of the National Peoples Congress (the national legislature)
issued a comprehensive draft revised civil code for discussion on December 17, 2002 “Standing
Committee Discussion Draft”. Discussion in China of the 2002 Standing Committee Discussion
Draft has recently centered on the chapter on property rights. Passed on March 16, 2007, after
seven drafts, the property rights chapter has been the source, one can readily understand, of much
more controversy than torts is likely to generate. ”Chapter 8 - Tort Law” has not yet come up
for formal discussion, but tort law has been the subject of much scholarly effort, and at least three
alternative drafts of the chapter have been offered by scholars. Much of the exploration of the topic
of tort law has taken place through the journal Si Fa (Private Law Review) and other publications
of Peking University Press, such as the translation of the collection of essays edited by Gerald
Postema, Philosophy and the Law of Torts.
TRANSLATION
A NEW TORT CODE EMERGES IN CHINA:
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DISCUSSION
WITH A TRANSLATION OF CHAPTER 8-
TORT LIABILITY, OF THE OFFICIAL
DISCUSSION DRAFT OF THE PROPOSED
REVISED CIVIL CODE OF THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
George W Conk*
The People's Republic of China ("P.R.C.") is in the civil law
tradition.' Since the turn in the late 197 0's toward a market-
oriented system to speed modernization of the country, Chinese
law reform has accelerated.2 The Constitution of the P.R.C. was
* Adjunct Professor, Fordham Law School, Elected member, American Law Insti-
tute.
Special thanks are due to my research assistants at Fordham Law School who trans-
lated the draft of Professor Zhang Xinbao. The final translations, and any errors, are
mine. Jing Li, Ph.D., J.D. expected 2008; Ran Yanfei, LL.M. expected 2007; Wan Li
L.L.M. expected 2007; Shen Lujing, L.L.M. expected 2007; Wang Wei, L.L.M. expected
2007. Professor Whitmore Gray suggested this project and encouraged me at each
stage. Special acknowledgement is due to Fordham Law School for research assistance,
to the U.S. Department of State, sponsor of the Fulbright Senior Specialists program,
and to the Council for the International Exchange of Scholars. For introducing me to
China, its law, language, and culture I am especially indebted to Dean YiJiming, Editor-
in-Chief of the journal Si Fa [Private Law Review], Professor Du Ying, L.L.M. expected,
Yale Law School 2007, and to my tutor Professor Ji Jianguo.
1. SeeJIANFu CHEN, FROM ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORISATION TO PRIVATE LAw: A COM-
PARATIVE PERSPECTIVE OF THE DEVELOPING CIVIL LAw IN THE P.R.C. 1995; see also Karin
Buhmann, Reforms of Administrative Law in the PRC and Vietnam: The Possible Role of the
Legal Tradition, 72 NoRnIcJ. INT'L L., 253-90 (2002) (discussing the historic view of law
as administrative order, distinct from Confucian norms governing conduct which may
inform law but are not derived from law in the Confucianized legal tradition).
2. See, e.g., Stanley Lubman, Bird in a Cage: Chinese Law Reform After Twenty Years, 20
Nw. J. Int'l L. & Bus. 383 (2000) stating:
On balance, the overall thrust of the past twenty years of reform efforts has
been positive, and further encouraging efforts are underway, including plans
to advance judicial reform, add coherence to Chinese law-making and con-
tinue the development of administrative law. But even though Chinese eco-
nomic reform has begun processes of differentiation and functional specializa-
tion of Chinese legal institutions that promise to expand rights and rights-
consciousness, further reform continues to be confronted by the formidable
ideological and institutional obstacles ....
See also Potter B. Pittman, Legal Reform in China: Institutions, Culture, and Selective Adapta-
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rewritten in 1982.' The revision included broad statements of
"fundamental rights and duties of citizens,"' including the decla-
ration in Article 41 of the right to compensation if one's legal
rights are violated by the government. In 1986, the Sixth Na-
tional People's Congress enacted the General Principles of Civil
Law of the People Republic of China ("1986 Code).5 The 1986
Code is now undergoing comprehensive revision: The Standing
Committee of the National People's Congress (the national leg-
islature) issued a comprehensive draft revised civil code for dis-
cussion on December 17, 2002 "Standing Committee Discussion
Draft") .6
The pace of code revision is reminiscent, as is the docu-
ment, of the American Law Institute's Restatement process. Dis-
cussion in China of the 2002 Standing Committee Discussion
Draft has recently centered on the chapter on property rights.
Passed on March 16, 2007,7 after seven drafts, the property rights
chapter has been the source, one can readily understand, of
much more controversy than torts is likely to generate.' Chapter
tion, 29 LAw & Soc. INQUIRY 465 (2004) (reviewing STANLEY B. LUBMAN, BIRD IN A CAGE
- LEGAL REFORM IN CHINA AFTER MAO (1999) and RANDALL P. PEERENBOOM, CHINA'S
LONG MARCH TOWARD RULE OF LAw (2002) and stating: "Lubman and Peerenboom
both remind students of Chinese law not to confuse what appear to be familiar institu-
tional forms in the operation of the Chinese legal regime with the acceptance of related
international norms.").
3. See Xian Fa [Constitution] (1982) (P.R.C.) (promulgated Dec. 4, 1982 by the
Fifth National People's Congress of the P.R.C.). English version available at http://
english.peopledaily.com.cn/constitution/constitution.html (last visited Feb. 10, 2007).
4. Xian Fa [Constitution] arts. 33-56 (1982) (P.R.C.).
5. See Whitmore Gray & Henry Ruiheng Zheng, trans., General Principles of Civil Law
of the People's Republic of China, 52 LAw & CONTEMP. PROBS. 27 (1989) [hereinafter Gray
& Zheng, General Principles], and Whitmore Gray & Henry Ruiheng Zheng, trans., Opin-
ion (for Trial Use) of the Supreme People's Court on Questions Concerning the Implementation of
the General Principles of Civil Law of the People's Republic of China, 52 LAw & CONTEMP.
PROBS. 59 (1989).
6. People's Republic of China Civil Law (Draft), Dec. 17, 2002 (referred to as "Standing
Committee Discussion Draft" or "Discussion Draft").
7. Property Rights Law of the People's Republic of China, passed Mar. 16, 2007,
by the 5th Session of the 10th National People's Congress, http://news.xinhuanet.
com/politics/2007-03/19/content_5866990.htm (last visited Mar. 23, 2007).
8. See Joseph Kahn, A Sharp Debate Erupts in China Over Ideologies, N.Y. TIMES, Mar.
12, 2006, § Technology, at 1 (noting that debate has been prolonged by reactions to
open letter by Peking University Professor Gong Xiantian criticizing draft code for fail-
ing to repeat the talismanic phrase that "socialist property is inviolable"). This debate
has continued and Professor Gong has gathered supporters. His most recent open let-
ter, insisting that the current draft violates the constitutional recognition of the sacred
character of social property, appears on a website called "Mao Flag," dedicated to the
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8 - Tort Law has not yet come up for formal discussion, but tort
law has been the subject of much scholarly effort, and at least
three alternative drafts of the chapter have been offered by
scholars.9
The 1986 Code contained one hundred fifty-six articles in
all. It included chapters on basic principles and objectives (to
protect the lawful civil rights and interest of citizens, legal enti-
ties, and to regulate civil relations), the status of natural persons
(including the competent and the incompetent, households,
and partnerships of individuals), the status of legal persons (rec-
ognizing legal persons as competent to perform civil acts and to
independently enjoy civil rights and assume civil duties), defin-
ing civil acts, civil rights (property, contracts, intellectual prop-
erty, and personal rights including right to life and health, good
name, and the freedom to marry), civil liability (generally, and
for contracts and torts), time limits, and the application of law to
foreign civil relationships.' 0
CHAPTER 8- TORT LAW
The 2002 Standing Committee Discussion Draft code revi-
sion, like the U.S. Restatements, affirms, modifies, and elabo-
rates existing rules based on experience since the last promulga-
tion. Like U.S. Restatements, the revision seeks to clarify, sim-
plify, and improve the law; and, like U.S. Restatements, each new
proposed draft grows longer. The Standing Committee's discus-
sion Draft doubles the 1986 Code tort liability provisions from
thirty-four articles to sixty-eight articles, which succinctly state ba-
sic principles of tort liability.
restoration of Mao Tse Deng thought, which may mark him as a fringe actor; but, as
Professor Don Clarke has observed on the Chinese Law Professor Blog, Gong Xiantian
has often attracted the attention of the official press, such as People's Daily. He has now
reportedly obtained several hundred co-signers for his latest letter of protest. See Prof.
Clarke's blog post of Dec. 15, 2006, and the open letter on the Mao Flag website, http:/
/www.maoflag.net/Forum-showNote.asp?Board-ID=1-2&ID=203217; http://law
professors.typepad.com/china-law-proLblog/ (last visited Dec. 15, 2006.) Compare
People's (Renmin) University Law School Dean Wang Liming's recent commentary on
the dispute: Why the Draft Revised Law on Property Relations Fully Conforms to the Constitu-
tion, Peking University Newsnet, Feb. 8, 2007, http://www.acla.org.cn/pages/2007-2-8/
s38276.html (last visited Feb. 10, 2007.)
9. See discussion of drafts by Professor Zhang Xinbao, and Dean Wang Liming,
infra.
10. See Gray & Zheng, General Principles, supra note 5.
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The Standing Committee Discussion Draft's tort liability
chapter is divided into sections on general provisions, compensa-
tion for harm, defenses, motor vehicle accident liability, environ-
mental pollution liability, product liability, liability for ul-
trahazardous activity, liability for damage caused by animals and
by objects, and special provisions such as liability of persons with
diminished capacity and liability of website operators. The tort
chapter of the Standing Committee Discussion Draft offers
broad guidance while deferring to more specific provisions of
laws such as those on product quality1 and environmental pro-
tection. 1 2
Codification movements have attracted the attention of
scholars,' 3 but academics with whom the author has spoken have
also expressed skepticism over the wisdom of further codifica-
tion at this time, feeling that the judicial system needs to be
strengthened and a larger body of decisions developed before
further codification occurs.14 Such delay seems an unlikely pros-
pect. A discussion draft by the Standing Committee-particu-
larly a well-written one as is the tort law chapter-creates mo-
mentum. And the protracted and vigorous public debate over
whether the 2002 Standing Committee Discussion Draft under-
mines the constitutionally declared "sacred and inviolable" char-
acter of socialist public property15 only gives more momentum to
the codification process.
Much of the exploration of the topic of tort law has taken
place through the journal Si Fa (Private Law Review) and other
publications of Peking University Press, such as the translation of
11. See, e.g., Regulations of Shanghai Municipality on the Supervision Over Prod-
uct Quality (1998), available at http://www.shzj.gov.cn/english/policy/rsopq.jsp. For a
discussion of evolution and current status of P.R.C. national law on product quality, see
generally JIANSHENG Li, LAW ON PRODUCT QUALITY CONTROL AND PRODUCT LIABILITY IN
CHINA 13-69 (2006).
~ ±-~4'~LT- 19891f 12A26 H ilii '>(fAH ,
rt J lJ[_. AR 1989F12)26H,
P.R.C. Environmental Protection Law, 7th National People's Congress, promulgated by
the Standing Committee of the NPC Dec. 26, 1989, available in Chinese at http://www.
law-lib.com/law/law-view.asp?id=6229 (last visited Feb. 15, 2007)
13. Xie Huaishi, A Study of the Civil Code in Civil Law Continental Countries, I SI FA
[INIVATE LAW REVIEW] (2000) (hereafter Si FA); Wei Leijie & Wang Mingsuo, Codification
of Civil Law, Deconstruction of Code and Reconstruction of Code - A Review on the Two Hun-
dred Years Development of Civil Code, 10 Si FA 58 (2005).
14. See, e.g., Yi Jiming, Codflcation of Civil Law and Its Limits, 3 Si FA 102 (2002).
15. Xian Fa [Constitution] art. 12 (1982) (P.R.C.).
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the collection of essays edited by Gerald Postema, Philosophy and
the Law of T7rts.16 Postema's volume brings to the attention of
Chinese scholars a wide range of torts theorists, including cor-
rective justice theorist Jules Coleman, Benjamin Zipursky, and
Arthur Ripstein, who emphasize the private law structure of tort
law as a right of recovery not for risk, but for risk of injury real-
ized, Gregory Keating, who espouses a tort law concept rooted in
the social contract, and Mark Geistfeld, who argues that eco-
nomic analysis complements, rather than competes with, a moral
theory of tort law that promotes and protects liberty and security
interests. Si Fa has also translated recent U.S. scholars' debates
about the liability rules for drugs and medical devices in the Re-
statement of the Law of Product Liability, and difficulties federal
regulators encountered in controlling tobacco use.17
It is a commonplace when among Chinese legal scholars
and law students to hear talk of Guido Calabresi, Richard Pos-
ner, and Ronald Coase, whose seminal works brought the econo-
mist's perspective where it had never been-to unraveling the
mysteries of the sometimes cacophonous common law decision-
making process.'" It is, of course, easy to understand why a sys-
tem that is shedding the economic determinism of Marxism and
embracing the market would turn to law and economics ap-
proaches such as that of Calabresi, Coase, and Posner. It is
therefore somewhat surprising that the language of the Standing
Committee Discussion Draft lacks the ring of the economist's
16. PHILOSOPHY AND THE LAW OF TORTS (Gerald J. Postema ed., 2001).
17. Si Fa has translated into Chinese, inter alia, George W. Conk, Is There a Design
Defect in the Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability?, 109 YALE L.J. 1087 (2000);
James A. Henderson, Jr. & Aaron D. Twerski, Drug Designs Are Different, 111 YALE L.J.
151 (2001); George W. Conk, The True Test, Alternative Safer Designs for Drugs and Medical
Devices in a Patent-Constrained Market, 49 UCLA L. REV. 737 (2002); Margaret Gilhooley,
Tobacco Unregulated: Why The bDA Failed, And What To Do Now, III YALE L.J. 1179
(2002).
18. See GuIDO CA[ABRESI, THE COSTS OF ACCIDENTS (1970) (explaining the institu-
tion of tort law as a means of reducing the societal cost of accidental injuries); Richard
A. Posner, A Theory of Negligence, I J. LEGAL STUD. 29, 33 (1972) (arguing dominant
function of the fault system is to generate rules of liability that... will bring about...
the efficient level . . . of accidents and safety"); Ronald G. Coase, The Problem of Social
Cost, 3 J.L. & ECON. 1 (1960) (viewing torts as a form of conflict management, the
author illustrated how bargaining between parties in conflict, instead of regulation,
could produce at least equal results with far lower "transaction costs"). Under the influ-
ence of Coase and the Chicago School, tort litigation, which has high "transaction
costs," fell into disfavor for many, its instrumental value discounted by the associated
costs.
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perspective. The Draft sounds rather like Jules Coleman's cor-
rective justice or Benjamin Zipursky and John Goldberg's civil
recourse schools of thought, both of which see tort law as a
means of correcting legal wrongs, rather than a means of seek-
ing market-based adjustments in competition for scarce re-
sources. 9 That "(t)ort law is first and foremost a law of responsi-
bilities and redress" as Goldberg and Zipursky put it, 20 rests very
comfortably with the traditional language of Chinese law, which
emphasizes as its purposes "to preserve the order of heaven,
maintain the dynasty, and keep the balance or harmony of na-
ture."2  The Standing Committee Discussion Draft, like
Goldberg and Zipursky's discussion of tort, identifies "loci of re-
sponsibility," specifying burdened relationships-those of actors,
owners, managers, transporters, manufacturers, employers, etc.,
with persons to whom duties of care are owed. The Standing
Committee Discussion Draft's approach is also consistent with
the mutuality of rights and responsibilities that the P.R.C. Con-
stitution expresses, 2 2 an approach that coheres with the tradi-
tional Chinese view that both a principle and its converse are
required for full expression of a concept. The Chinese ap-
proach departs from our often atomistic view of rights that em-
phasizes rights as either sword or shield, rather than as organi-
cally linked with responsibilities.23
19. Compare JuLES A. COLEMAN, RISKS AND WRONGS (1992) (viewing torts as correc-
tive justice-repair of harm done), with Benjamin C. Zipursky, Rights, Wrongs, and Re-
course in the Law of Torts, 51 VAND. L. REV. 1 (1998) (identifying and analyzing the idea
of rights, duties, and relational wrongs in tort law).
20. John C.P. Goldberg & Benjamin C. Zipursky, Accidents of the Great Society, 64
MD. L. REV. 364 (2005).
21. Ganzhi Di, Ph.D., Chinese Linguistic Features Employed in the Language of
Verdicts in Traditional Chinese Courts, (2004) (unpublished paper).
22. See Xian Fa [Constitution] Ch. II, The Rights and Duties of Citizens (1982)
(P.R.C.).
23. See, e.g., MARY ANN GLENDON, RIGHTS TALK: THE IMPOVERISHMENT OF POLITICAL
DISCOURSE 14 (1991). Glendon notes that the most distinctive features of rights dialect
in the United States are exactly those that are most conspicuously:
[I]n tension with what we require in order to give a reasonably full and coher-
ent account of what kind of society we are and what kind of polity we are
trying to create: its penchant for absolute, extravagant formulations, its near-
aphasia concerning responsibility, its excessive homage to individual indepen-
dence and self-sufficiency, its habitual concentration on the individual and the
state at the expense of the intermediate groups of civil society, and its unapo-
logetic insularity. Not only does each of these traits make it difficult to give
voice to common sense or moral intuitions, they also impede development of
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The Standing Committee's Discussion Draft tort chapter be-
gins: "One who through his fault causes bodily injury or damage
to the property of another shall bear tort liability" (youyu guocuo/
qinhai taren/ renshen caican/yingdang chengdan /qinquan zeren).
The sentence expresses in classic four-character phrases the gen-
eral ethical principle on which liability is founded. 24 The use of
traditional four-character phrases, parallel and balanced struc-
tures, helps to evoke the value of societal harmony (rather than
interest-group competition), which is a current governmental
theme as China seeks somehow to reconcile the yin-yang of so-
cial ownership and control with the individualistic en-
trepreneurial fervor that now grips much of China.
Section 1: General Provisions, Article 1 thus states the ele-
mentary ethical principle of the wrongdoer's responsibility to
the injured. It does not hint of the "social engineering," "wealth
maximizing," or other instrumentalist conceptions of tort law
that Goldberg criticized in his essay, Twentieth Century Tort Theory,
which appeared in Chinese translation in Si Fa in 2005.25 This
law of rights and responsibilities is surprising, because a society
in which collectivist revolutionaries have given way to en-
trepreneurial vigor seems likely instead to adopt a view that em-
phasizes not assertions of personal responsibility, but a social
utilitarian approach that frames the collective good as the justifi-
cation for limitations on individual responsibility. Such an ap-
proach may yet prevail, but the broad principles of the draft
code are not a path to that concept. The Standing Committee's
Discussion Draft emphasizes from the start the principle of re-
sponsibility for wrongful conduct. The Standing Committee Dis-
cussion Draft also describes a full panoply of remedies for per-
sonal rights violations, including restitution, apology, and in-
junctive relief as well as, of course, the victim's right of
the sort of rational political discourse that is appropriate to the needs of a
mature, complex, liberal, pluralistic republic.
24. Z-*,.I:z .~ l?:j f.7H: 4
Article 1. One who through his fault causes bodily injury or damage to the property of
another shall bear tort liability. (literally: because of fault/ injure another/ bodily
property/should bear/right-violation responsibility. 'Where the law stipulates that a
tortfeasor is p.esumed to be at fault, the victim need not prove the tortfeasor to be at
fault; if a tortfeasor can prove himself to have no fault, he has no liability in tort).
25. SeeJohn C.P. Goldberg, Twentieth Century Tort Theory, 91 GEO. L.J. 213 (2003), 9
Si FA 268 (2005).
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compensation for harm done.2 6 Article 8, for example, states:
"One who causes bodily injury or property damage to another
shall, as a tortfeasor, pay compensation for the damage done."2 7
A complete statement in Chinese style includes its converse,
conveying syntactically the sense of balance and harmony that is
the hallmark of good governance. Thus, in Article 1, Clause 2, a
rebuttable presumption is described, explaining that a victim
need not prove the tortfeasor (right-violator) to be at fault; but if
a tortfeasor can show that (s)he is without fault, (s)he bears no
tort liability. 28
It is noteworthy too that the Standing Committee Discus-
sion Draft employs the expression "tort liability," and not the
broader formulation "civil liability," an expression that would ap-
ply to contract law as well as tort. The Standing Committee Dis-
cussion Draft makes clear that the responsibility described in this
Chapter is for those who have been wronged-even if the re-
sponsibility of the actor is stipulated as a matter of law, even ab-
sent fault.2 9
Antecedents of The Chinese Civil Code
Antecedents of the character of the draft revised civil code
may be found in the mathematical inspiration of the civilian tra-
dition. China's introduction to Western science came via the
late sixteenth, early seventeenth century Italian Jesuit missionary
Matteo Ricci, known in China as Li Madou. ° Ricci, eager to
spread the Gospel, gained the attention of the Emperor and the
rulers of China by importing advanced lenses, clock-making, and
astronomical skills; but most important was his translation (with
Chinese convert and collaborator Xu Guangqi) of the first five
26. See Standing Committee Discussion Draft, Chapter 8: Tort Law, art. 4, infra.
27. ) l. -1,zJ,¢
28. -
o E &h4fli if A~~ t VN ( T fi&E N
Article 1.
WArhere the law stipulates that a tortfeasor is presumed to be at fault, the victim need not
prove the tortfeasor to be at fault; if a tortfeasor can prove himself to have no fault, he
has no liability in tort.
29. Standing Committee Discussion Draft, art. 2.
30. See generallyJONATHAN SPENCE, THE MEMORY PALACE OF MATrTEO Ricci (1985).
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books of Euclid's Geometry.31 Its "formal logical system," Albert
Einstein emphasized, was fundamental to the development of
modern science, but was absent in traditional Chinese mathe-
matics. The "astonishing thing," said Einstein was not that the
Chinese failed to develop it, but that anyone ever had.32
The profound impact of this introduction of Euclid can be
felt in China's embrace of the Civil Law tradition, which takes
the view that:
Faith in human reason altered the whole mode of discourse
current in political and social philosophy in the late 1600's.
Hobbes, Spinoza, and Pufendorf, though their purposes dif-
fered, "had in common a method which derived from central
postulates a series of consequences in a descending level of
generality, rigorously organized into a system of mathemati-
cal forms of logic." . . . If human reason could guide the
course of human affairs, then the Civil Code was a product
and a tool of that reason. Sagnac captured this rationalistic
spirit of the code in the following passage:
The Civil Code should be simple and clear, like the laws
of nature. It must be reduced to a small number of arti-
cles that flow logically from general principles of the new
democratic society. The individual will know the laws
that govern him; he will be delivered from the subtleties
and infinite complications that deceivers invent at his ex-
pense. 3
The draft Civil Code follows this prescription. The Standing
Committee's Discussion Draft employs language that in its plain-
ness would do well as an illustration of "plain English style" in
Strunk & White's classic, The Elements of Style. 4 It employs the
31. It was not a one-way street. Ricci also translated into Latin the works of Confu-
cius. In fact, the romanization of the philosopher's name is Kong Fuzi.
32. DANIAN Hu, CHINA & ALBERT EINSTEIN 5 (2005) (recounting the introduction
by Ricci and otherJesuits to China of Western geometry, science, astronomy, and tech-
nology, including advanced lenses and clocks); see also LIONEL M. JENSEN, MANUFACTUR-
ING CONFUCIANISM: CHINESE TRADITIONS AND UNIVERSAL CIVILIZATION (1997) (The six-
teenth and seventeenth centuryJesuit missionaries' construction of the concept of Con-
fucianism as a mode of mediation between European Christian humanism and Chinese
intellectual and ethical traditions is brilliantly explored.
33. Shael Herman & David Hopkins, Perspectives on Code Structure: Historical Experi-
ence, Modem Formats, and Policy Considerations, 54 TUL. L. REv. 987, 998-99 (1980) (quot-
ing P. SAGNAC, LA LEGISLATION CIVILE DE LA REVOLUTION FRANCAISE (1789-1804) at 385
(1898)).
34. WILLIAM STRUNK, JR. & E.B. WHITE, THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE, ix (1959):
Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no unnecessary words,
2007] 943
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balanced structures that are characteristic of Chinese expres-
sion, and it sets forth primarily basic principles from which spe-
cific applications and interpretations will be derived by courts
and commentators. The Draft commences in Section 1, Article
1 with a statement of basic fault-based liability principles, with
the burden of proof generally placed on the victim, followed in
Article 4 by a statement of available remedies and applications to
various categories, such as landowners, managers, transporters,
motor vehicle owners and operators, manufacturers, and opera-
tors of nuclear facilities.
Though fault-based, the discussion draft does recognize a
form of strict liability. Thus, Section 7: Ultrahazardous Activity,
imposes responsibility on actors without requirement of proof of
fault. It offers only two defenses-that the harm was due to an
intentional act of the victim, or that it was due to an "irresistible
force"-a force majeure.35
The Draft generally eschews detail in favor of general princi-
ples, providing in Section 1, Article 7 that courts shall look to
more detailed codes such as the Product Quality Law and the
Environmental Protection Law, both of which contain specific
requirements for standards of conduct.3 6 Thus, as is typical, Sec-
tion 6: Products Liability, begins in Article 35 with a simple
statement of principle: "If a defect in a product causes bodily
injury or property damage, the manufacturer bears tort liabil-
ity,"37 followed by a series of defenses. But the deference stated
in Section 1, Article 7 evokes the Product Quality Law enacted in
Shanghai. It describes principally what U.S. citizens would call
a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for the same reason that a drawing
should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary parts. This
requires not that the writer make all his sentences short, or that he avoid all
detail and treat his subjects only in outline, but that every word tell.
35. A-L- n. f kjtp
Chapter 7. Liability for Ultrahazardous Activity
Article 41. If one injures another by engaging in activity involving work at a height,
high voltage, highly combustible materials, explosives, radiation, or the like which is
highly dangerous to the surroundings, he shall bear tort liability. But if it can be
proven that the damage is due to the victim's intentional act or is caused by force majeure
[an irresistible force], tort liability shall not be imposed.
36. See supra notes 9 and 10.
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manufacturing defects and inadequate warnings and instruc-
tions. 38
The Broad Interpretive Powers of the Supreme People's Court
More specific provisions implementing or qualifying the
Code, however, are not simply the province of more detailed leg-
islation or of administrative regulations.3 9 Unburdened by the
"case or controversy" requirement of the U.S. Constitution, the
Supreme People's Court of the P.R.C. can issue "Interpretations"
unconstrained by the requirement of ruling on a particular case;
and it regularly does so. Thus, the Supreme People's Court has
issued extensive Interpretations, detailed rulings on such mat-
ters as evidence and burden of proof,4 ° compensation for emo-
tional injury,4 t trial of compensation issues in personal injury,
and wrongful death cases.4 2 These Supreme People's Court In-
terpretations announce the kinds of determinations that U.S. le-
gal scholars would expect from statutes or administrative regula-
tions, or to perhaps be offered in broad pronouncements made
in the course of case-by-case adjudication.43 For example, the
38. See Regulations of Shanghai Municipality on the Supervision Over Product
Quality, supra note 11.
39. See, e.g., Railway Court Suggests an Increase in Traveler Compensation, China Law
Digest, Vol. 2, Issue 11, http://www.chinalawdigest.com/ (last accessed Dec. 26, 2006)
Fu Shasha, Oct. 27, 2006, JINHUA SHIBAO [BEJING TIMES], Oct. 27, 2006 http://www.
jinghua.cn/news/20061027/n 01966.shtml.
Beijing Railway Court has suggested that the Ministry of Railways raise the cap on com-
pensation for travelers' personal injuries. Currently, the Ministry of Railways has al-
ready adjusted the corresponding standard for compensation, and has submitted it to
the State Council for approval.
In 1994 the Ministry of Railways limited the liability of railway transportation enterprises
for travelers' personal injuries to 40,000 RMB.
40. A f T-
Supreme People's Court, Several Rules of Evidence Concerning Civil Litigation, ap-
proved Dec. 6, 2001, available at http://www.law-lib.com/law/law-view.asp?id=16829.
For English-language commentary on the rules, see Mo Zhang & PaulJ. Zwier, Burden of
Proof Developments in Modern Chinese Evidence Rules, 10 TULSA J. COMP & INT'L L. 419
(2003).
41. * f--t
Oct. 10, 2001, Interpretation of the Supreme People's Court Regarding Some Ques-
tions in Determining Compensation for Emotional Injury. No. 120-68. http://www.
court.gov.cn/lawdata (last accessed Dec. 16, 2006).
42. -
Interpretation of the Supreme People's Court of Some Issues Concerning the Applica-
tion of Law in Cases of Compensation for Personal Injury, Dec. 4, 2003 [hereinafter
Interpretation on Personal Injury Compensation].
43. Classic examples in U.S. jurisprudence would be the California Supreme
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measure of damages in death cases is provided in the December
4, 2003 Interpretation:
Article 29. Compensation for death is calculated on the basis
of 20 times the previous year's average net income of urban
residents in the city where the court is located, or the average
net income of rural residents where the court is located.
However, if the decedent is 60 or over, compensation is re-
duced by one year for each year over 60, provided that the
compensation is based on 5 years for decedents 75 or over.
Article 30 adds that if the party seeking damages can prove that
the average cost of living is higher where the party is domiciled
or operating, then damages may be calculated based on the
higher standard."
Unlike the U.S. system in which damages are individualized,
based on the principle of compensation making the victim
whole, in China, the Supreme People's Court has decreed the
use of geographic norms, employing average net income, with
an age adjustment. The Chinese system of regional categoriza-
tion has a leveling effect, raising some and holding down others,
like U.S. law employs in such administrative systems as workers
compensation. U.S. law imposes maximums in the statutory
workers compensation systems, or sets compensation at a per-
centage of the statewide average weekly wage, but does not set
compensation in the tort system by such categorical determina-
tions. The baseline common law tort rule is that the wrongdoer
is obligated to make the victim whole.45
Court's embrace of "strict liability in tort" for defective products in Greenman v. Yuba
Power Products, 377 P. 2d 897 (Cal. 1963) or the U.S. Supreme Court's landmark evi-
dence ruling which invigorated the inherent gatekeeping authority of trial judges in
Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 509 U.S. 579 (1993).
44. Interpretation on Personal Injury Compensation, supra note 40.
45. See 1-1 ARTHUR LARSON & LEX K. LARSON, LARSON'S WORKERS' COMPENSATION
LAw § 1.03 (1994), stating:
A compensation system, unlike a tort recovery, does not pretend to restore to
the claimant what he or she has lost; it gives claimant a sum which, added to
his or her remaining earning ability, if any, will presumably enable claimant to
exist without being a burden to others.
If our compensation theory is correct, then the amount of compensation
awarded may be expected to go not much higher than is necessary to keep the
worker from destitution. This is indeed so ....
Up to a certain point, the amount of compensation for disability depends on
the worker's previous earning level, for most acts award a percentage of aver-
age wage, somewhere between a half and two-thirds. But practically all acts
also set a maximum in terms of dollars per week at a level which can hardly be
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The Draft also adds a few prescriptions unexpectedly spe-
cific for a general code, such as Articles 63 and 64, which estab-
lish the right of one injured by tortious material published on a
website to demand of the website operator that the material be
removed and the infringer's registration information be pro-
vided. Oddly, however, the Standing Committee Discussion
Draft fails to address some categories one would expect it to
cover, including medical malpractice and professional responsi-
bility-gaps quickly addressed by scholars responding to the
Draft.
Alternative Drafts Emerge
The Standing Committee's efforts inspired competing
drafts. Describing his effort, with customary academic gentility,
as a "suggested draft," Professor Zhang Xinbao of the Institute of
Law, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, drafted ninety-three
proposed articles. Professor Zhang's version-published in June
2002, six months before the date of issuance of the Standing
Committee Draft-provides greater elaboration of the general
principles and adds explicit recognition of certain torts not rec-
ognized in the Standing Committee draft.46 Professor Zhang
would add to the December 17, 2002 official discussion draft ar-
ticles recognizing the torts of false imprisonment,47 commercial
termed anything but subsistence. The hardships that earlier attended the im-
position of fixed dollar maximums have been markedly alleviated by the rapid
spread of sliding scale maximum limits, tied usually to the state's average
weekly wage. A smaller number of states have adopted cost-of-living adjust-
ment systems, under which existing awards are increased to take account of
inflation.
46. ,K-jT_ t t J 3 7 $ [ i
Zhang Xinbao, China's Draft Civil Code - Chapter on Liability for Tortious Conduct - A
Suggested Version, with Analytic Discussion, 3 Si FA 14 (2002).
47. M26, [Xf A %.1 di 0, RVI-
Article 26. [Violation of Personal Liberty]
Where a citizen's personal liberty is taken away by force or other limitation, the victim
shall have the right to demand the infringement cease, a full apology, and appropriate
compensation for harm.
If the victim suffers serious emotional harm or health effects, the injurer bears civil
liability for the harm to health as well as property damage, according to the provisions
of Article 25 [which include medical expenses, wages, loss, and the like; and further
provide that: "Where the harm is physical injury to a minor that causes the child to be
handicapped or brings other serious consequences, the minor's parents or foster par-
2007]
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libel,48 false and improper consultative advice, 9 third party in-
terference with contract,5 ° fraud,51 interference with business ac-
tivity, 51 misappropriation of business assets including name, ac-
count information, etc., 3 malicious prosecution,54 and a new
ents themselves have the right to claim appropriate compensation for their emotional
distress."].
48. M32*. E ]A_1ki,]
Article 32 [Commercial Slander/Libel]
One who, by slander or libel of another's real property, chattel, intangible property, or
service, causes economic loss to another shall bear responsibility to pay compensation.
49. *33,Y E ,l-, ]
Article 33 [Misrepresentation and Improper Advice]
If one with a fiduciary duty provides false information or improper consultative advice
and the victim suffers a loss he shall bear responsibility to pay compensation.
50. M34 K E _* E A.R-14 MH I
Article 34 [Third Party Interference with Contract]
If a third party induces, coerces, deceives, etc. another to breach a contract, the other
party to the contract has the right to demand the third party compensate for the loss.
51. %35-*, E i _]UW , _AILP@Jq i l
Article 35 [Fraud and Coercion]
If one by means of fraud or coercion obtains the money of another or causes another to
make decisions harmful to himself, the victim has the right to demand the injurer re-
turn the property, and pay compensation.
52. Z36, E _
Article 36 [Interference with Business Activity]
If one interferes with another's normal/legitimate business activities and causes loss,
the victim has the right to request that the tortfeasor stop the infringement and pay
compensation for the loss.
53. M37, E , ,
Article 37 [Usurpation of Other's Name, Accounts, or Code to do Business]
If by means of deceit one uses another's name, books of account, secret codes, or car-
ries out a transaction, etc. causing loss to another, the victim has the right to demand
that the injurer pay compensation for the loss. Even if it is not possible to prove in this
kind of situation that the victim sustained an actual loss, the profit gained from such
business by the tortfeasor shall be returned to the victim.
One who assumes responsibility for the safety of an undertaking shall bear the responsi-
bility of paying unless he can prove himself not at fault.
5 4. M 3 9 A E [ , ti W F ''i ]
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section on professional responsibility. The professional respon-
sibility section includes any professional or specialist, encompass-
ing legal malpractice, medical malpractice, and the responsibil-
ity of those in custodial relationships, such as at mental hospitals,
nurseries, or schools. 5
One notices first in Professor Zhang's draft his substitution
of the phrase minshi zeren "civil liability" for the phrase qinquan
zeren "tort liability" (literally right violation responsibility) in the
Standing Committee Discussion Draft. Tort liability is, of course,
a form of civil liability, but it is a particular form. By recognizing
that it is a form of responsibility grounded in wrongdoing, the
phrase "tort liability" makes clear that this liability is not just a
regulatory shift of burden, but rather a private law mechanism-
in which not the State, but the aggrieved, and not the public, but
the wrongdoer, are the actors. Use of the phrase qinquan zeren
marks tort liability as a distinctive field of law, departing from
the civil law mode in which tort liability is treated as a residual
category-whatever is neither criminal nor contractual. Preser-
vation of the distinctly private law character of the tort regime is
Article 39 [Malicious Prosecution or Information Against Others]
If one maliciously brings a civil suit against another or accuses another of a crime,
lodges a complaint, or prosecutes an action against another and the proof fails, causing
harm to the victim, he shall compensate for the loss.
42209T, ,? ,A A , iafl*
'-27*,, 28 JJ o
If the malicious suit or accusation harms the victim's reputation, privacy, or other as-
pect of personal dignity, causing serious harm, the provisions of Article 27 [infringe-
ment of right of publicity], and Article 28 [right of privacy] of this law shall apply.
55. Articles 40-48. Professional Responsibilty
,*40 j& [ A-JR- MM ] I
Section 3 Specialist Liability
Article 40 [Expert's and Specialist's activities]
A person who has a high degree of knowledge of or skill in a certain subject, qualified
according to law to get qualification certificates and professional certificates, and who
provides professional service to the public is named a specialist in accordance with this
law.
One in the business of providing expert or professional knowledge to the public is
defined in this provision as a specialist. Specialists in their activities shall follow relevant
laws, regulations, professional criteria and operation procedures, etc.
2007] 949
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at stake. The Standing Committee Discussion Draft is the
clearer on this issue.
Professor Zhang's suggested alternative draft was followed
by other proposed alternatives. Another group of legal scholars
led by the Renmin University Dean, Wang Liming, has produced
another alternative draft of the Civil Code,5 6 which appeared in
2004.
Professor Wang observes that in civil law countries, tort law
is usually treated as a derivative of contracts, of the law of obliga-
tions. But tort law developed greatly in the twentieth century, he
notes; and Chinese tort law is going to learn from common law
countries to treat tort law as a distinct field. The basic idea is to
combine the general logical principles of the civil law system and
the flexible, highly developed and detailed categories of the
common law system.5 7
The People's University Draft (translation of which is the
next stage in this project)58 does not contain the softer "civil lia-
bility" formulation of Professor Zhang's draft. Rather, it begins
with a well-crafted, straightforward statement of tort as a law of
wrongs-though one with a place for strict liability:
Tortious conduct - general principles
A legal person or entity which, due to fault, injures another's
person or property fights, should bear tort liability.
But if, absent fault, the law stipulates that one should bear
tort liability, he shall bear tort liability.
If a natural or legal person's intentional act or gross negli-
56. q3JJR8P,#4!J3±_ YA 0t t VHA")
Draft Civil Code of China-A Suggested Alternative and Discussion (Wang Liming, ed., China
Legal System Publishers) (2004).
57. See id. at 498-515.
58. The third alternative draft is the product of Shandong University Professor
Lang Huixing and colleagues. It concentrates on tort law. That, too, awaits our atten-
tion. See LANG HUIXING, ZHONGGUO MINFA D kN cAo AN JIANYI GAO FU LIYOU, QINQUAN
XINGWEI BIAN; DRAr CIVIL CODE OF CHINA, A SUGGESTED VERSION WITH REASONS, Tor-
tious Conduct Chapter (Law Press, China 2004).
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gence harms another's lawful interests, he shall bear tort lia-
bility.
The concept of fault.
Fault comprises both negligent and intentional acts.
An actor who purposely causes loss or acts despite knowing
that his conduct always causes harm, acts intentionally.
IT t A Eh -ff' A  8 -AF A (0,2) TM A
One is negligent who acts due to carelessness or less than rea-
sonable attention to duty.
Presumed fault
If the law stipulates that fault be presumed, the victim accord-
ingly need not prove the injurer's fault.
Correspondingly when the injurer is presumed at fault, if the
injurer can prove he is not at fault, he does not bear tort lia-
bility.
Exceptions to fault liability
If an injurer acknowledges his fault, the victim need not again
prove the tortfeasor to be at fault.
Violation of personal rights
One who violates personal rights and lawful interests must
bear civil liability, and must, in accordance with the nature of
the legal interests of the victim, cease the infringement, elimi-
nate the impact of the violation, restore the reputation, make
a full apology, and compensate for any property damage. For
emotional harm caused, the actor shall bear responsibility to
compensate for the emotional injury/loss.
-})kn--A~, [ fJ I .A it.]
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Violation of the interests of the deceased
W91: 5M, M4, Af a _Ti
One who harms/violates a deceased person's reputation,
good name, likeness/portrait, honor, personal secrets, and
other personal interests, or violates/desecrates the remains or
grave of the dead, must, for the next of kin, bear responsibil-
ity to stop the violation, offer a full apology, and pay compen-
sation for that harm and for property damage caused. And
the actor who causes emotional harm shall, according to law,
bear responsibility to pay compensation for that emotional
harm.
In the version of Dean Wang Liming and the People's Uni-
versity team, the concept of personal rights and the correspond-
ing right of recourse, as a personal right, seem to be in the as-
cendant.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
Formal legislative discussion and enactment await. As we
have seen, legal scholars are pressing for greater elaboration of
the Code's tort provisions. The U.S. experience may yet inform
the code revision discussion in China. The Products Liability Re-
statement, translated into Chinese by a team based at the Yale
China Law Center, is now in print." Peking University Press has
published the translation of works such as Gerald Postema's col-
lection on the philosophy of tort law, under the general editor-
ship of YiJiming, the founder and Editor of Si Fa. Yi, a resident
scholar at the Institute of Law, Chinese Academy of Social Sci-
ences, himself is interested in the current Third Restatement of
Torts, Basic Principles. That treatise is at an advanced stage, but
the liability of possessors of land has not yet been addressed-an
issue that should be of particular interest to Chinese legal think-
ers. And the Restatement project for the Law of Economic Loss
has now gotten underway, perhaps early enough to inform the
discussion in China.
Of course, the Chinese discussion will draw mainly on
AMERICAN TORT LAW RESTATEMENT (THIRD): PRODUcr LIABILITY (Law Press 2006).
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China's practical experience of the last twenty years. That prac-
tice is on a large scale. Recent reports illustrate the point: 1)
Since the Administrative Litigation Law was promulgated in
1989, the People's Courts at all levels have heard over one mil-
lion first-instance administrative cases-grievances against gov-
ernmental agencies. 2) Among those cases that have been re-
solved, the plaintiffs have won about thirty percent. 3) Adjust-
ments are underway, such as the recent proposal to adjust the
level of compensation for recent migrants not yet officially regis-
tered in their new locale, e.g., in southern Guangxi, bordering
Vietnam, a peasant injured by a man on a motorbike was held
entitled to be compensated at the level of urban workers be-
cause, despite his official residence outside Chongzuo City, the
injured man had in fact been living and working in the city for
60ten years. In western China, the High Court of Chongqing
City, on the YangTze, has announced it will issue guidelines on
compensation for traffic accidents. The High Court held that
compensation standards for migrant workers who have incomes
from steady employment and who have lived in the city for
longer than one year should be the same as for urban re-
sidents. 61
As with any legal code, Chinese law will change with time.
The hope of mathematical, deductive clarity will inevitably yield
to experience, which is the life of the law.
When the author mentions this project to others in the
United States, it is not uncommon to be asked: "Do they have
tort law in China?" Hopefully, this introduction to the scholars'
discussion and the translation of the Standing Committee's Dis-
cussion Draft's tort liability chapter, of the proposed revised Civil
Code of the P.R.C. Draft of December 17, 2002, will contribute
modestly to Western knowledge of the development of the rule
of law in China.62
60. Tang Guangxi et al., Guangxi: Migrant Workers Injured in Traffic Accidents Should
Be Compensated as Urban Residents, 1 CHINA LAW DIGEST, Issue 10, Dec. 2005, http://
www.chinalawdigest.com/article.php?aid=540 (last accessed Mar. 14, 2007).
61. Yi Shouhua et al., Chongqing City: Migrant Workers Injured in Traffic Accidents
Should be Compensated as Urban Residents, 1 CHINA LAw DIGEST, Issue 10, Dec. 2005 http:/
/www.chinalawdigest.com/article.php?aid=537 (last accessed Mar. 14, 2007).
62. A Chinese-Pinyin-English version of this translation and an every-word Chi-
nese-Pinyin-English glossary for the Standing Committee Discussion Draft are both
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
CIVIL CODE (DRAFT)
Chapter 8: Tort Liability Law
(Dec. 17, 2002)
George W. Conk, translator*
* George W. Conk, J.D., Adjunct Professor, Fordham University School of Law,
New York City; Elected member, American Law Institute.
I could not have undertaken this project without my Fordham student collabora-
tors - Hal Blanchard, J.D., Han Jun Li, J.D. expected 2007, and Susan Zhejun Tan,
L.L.M.,J.D. expected 2008. They transcribed the chapter, prepared the pinyin translit-
eration, and a first rough draft English translation. The final translation is mine as are
any errors.
Special thanks are due to my teacher, Prof. JianguoJi, Ph.D., City College of New
York. He inspired me, and consented to teach me in the classical mode in which I was
trained as a student-what Fr. Joseph McShane, President of Fordham, recently called
"reducing the language to grammar and dictionary." But of course it was more than
that. He showed me the music of the language as well as the elegance of its rhythms,
paired syllables, and evocative phraseology.
This project would never have happened were it not for the leadership of Yi Jim-
ing, Ph.D., founder and editor in chief of of Si FA, Du Ying, Ph.D., editor, and Prof.
Wang Qian, LLM, who reached across oceans and continents to translate my work for Si
Fa, prompting my own interest in China and Chinese law.
Also essential was the assistance of my hosts in China the past two years -
Huazhong University of Science & Technology Law School, the Institute of Law - Chi-
nese Academy of Social Sciences, Peking University Law School, and the College of
Intellectual Property, East China University of Politics and Law.
Thanks are also due to Prof. Whitmore Gray whose translation of the 1986 Civil
Code taught and inspired me, to Prof. Dan Capra and Fordham Law School for re-
search assistance, and to the Fulbright Senior Specialists program, the U.S. Department
of State, and the Council for the International Exchange of Scholars.
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CHAPTER I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Article 1. One who through his fault causes bodily injury or
damage to the property of another shall bear tort liability.
Where the law stipulates that a tortfeasor is presumed to be
at fault, the victim need not prove the tortfeasor to be at fault; if
a tortfeasor can prove himself to have no fault, he has no liability
in tort.
Article 2. There may be no fault, but if the law stipulates
that tort liability should be borne in such cases, tort liability will
be imposed.
or: The law may require that tort liability be borne, even in the
absence of fault.
Article 3. Two or more persons who together tortiously
cause harm to another shall bear joint tort liability.
Article 4. The principal ways to bear liability in tort are:
(1) stopping the violation or infringement;
(2) removing obstacles;
(3) eliminating the danger;
(4) returning the property;
(5) restoring to original condition;
(6) repairing, reworking, replacing;
(7) compensating for loss;
(8) eliminating ill effects and rehabilitating reputation;
(9) making a full apology.
The above ways of bearing tort liability may be applied sin-
gly or in combination.
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Article 5. The victim must prove the existence of a cause-
effect relationship between the injurious conduct and the result-
ing harm.
Where the law stipulates that a tortfeasor must prove that a
cause-effect relationship does not exist, and the tortfeasor is una-
ble to prove that, the law presumes that a causal relationship
exists.
Article 6. In case of the victim's death, the victim's spouse,
parents, and children have the right to demand that the wrong-
doer bear tort liability. If the victim has no spouse or children, or
the spouse, parents, and children are dead, his brothers and sis-
ters, paternal grandparents, maternal grandparents, paternal
grandchildren, and maternal grandchildren have the right to de-
mand that the wrongdoer bear tort liability.
Article 7. Regarding issues such as standards for defining
tortious conduct, ways of imposing liability, and legal defenses,
etc., if laws such as the Product Quality Law and the Environ-
mental Protection Law contain specific requirements, then those
requirements shall govern.
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CHAPTER II. COMPENSATION FOR HARM
Article 8. One who causes bodily injury or property damage
to another shall, as a tortfeasor, pay compensation for the dam-
age done.
Article 9. If a rescuer, by preventing or avoiding damage to
the person or property of another, himself suffers bodily injury
or property damage, compensation is owed by the tortfeasor [to
the rescuer]. The beneficiary of the action may also give com-
pensation to the actor [, for which the tortfeasor is likewise re-
sponsible].
Article 10. A tortfeasor who causes physical injury to an-
other shall pay reasonable compensation for medical treatment
expenses, and reduced income due to missed work. For resulting
disability, the tortfeasor should compensate the disabled person
for prostheses and other useful devices. If death resulted, fu-
neral and burial expenses and compensation for death should
be paid.
Article 11. Wage loss, disability compensation, and death
benefits shall be determined based on factors (including) the
victim's age, degree of disability, level of educational attainment,
profession, and income, etc..
Article 12. If a new illness is discovered that may bring seri-
ous deterioration in the health (of the victim) after a victim has
received compensation, and the compensation received is clearly
insufficient, the victim has the right to request an increase in
compensation, if it is proved that there is a causal relationship
with the tortfeasor's conduct.
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Article 13. If one violates another's rights - to his good
name, reputation, right of publicity (right to one's own like-
ness), his privacy, etc., the tortfeasor shall give compensation ac-
cording to the gain he obtained and may pay compensation ac-
cording to the loss suffered by the victim. If neither the gain of
the tortfeasor nor the loss of the victim can be determined, then
compensation according to the circumstances of the wrongful
conduct shall be given in an amount up to 100,000 RMB.
Article 14. One who trespasses against another's property
shall restore the property; if he cannot do so he should reim-
burse the property's cost.
One who damages the property of another shall restore it to
its original condition or pay cash compensation.
If the victim suffers significant consequential damage, the
tortfeasor shall also compensate for that loss.
Article 15. Any person who forecloses another person from
exercising property rights and causes losses shall compensate the
losses.
or: If conduct impairs the property rights of another, the tortfeasor
shall pay compensation for the loss.
Article 16. If someone harms the personal dignity of an-
other, or the possessions that particularly symbolize that dignity,
the victim has a right to seek compensation for the consequent
emotional loss.
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Article 17. The following factors shall determine the
amount of non-economic damages:
(1) the tortfeasor's level of fault;
(2) the means, manner, occasion, and circumstances of the
tortious conduct;
(3) the effects of the tortious conduct;
(4) the gain by the tortfeasor;
(5) the tortfeasor's financial ability to bear the liability;
(6) the average income level in the jurisdiction of the court.
Article 18. Compensation for damages shall be paid in a
lump sum. If a single payment puts (the tortfeasor) in financial
straits, payment may be made in fixed installments.
Article 19. If the victim receives some benefit as a conse-
quence of the tortious conduct, the benefit received shall be de-
ducted from the compensation awarded, in the manner stipu-
lated by law.
Article 20. If, among parties who have caused harm, no
fault can be identified for any particular party, responsibility for
the damage shall be apportioned among the parties according to
the particular circumstances.
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CHAPTER 1I. DEFENSES
Article 21. If proper self-defense causes harm, one bears no
tort liability. But if the act exceeds the limits of defensive neces-
sity, causing unwarranted damage, tort liability shall be appor-
tioned appropriately (in light of the unwarranted harm done).
Article 22. If avoiding danger causes harm, the one who
caused the danger to occur shall bear tort liability for the harm
done. In the case of danger arising from natural causes, one who
takes emergency action to avoid or reduce the harm bears no
tort liability, or may bear appropriate tort liability. If in acting to
avoid the urgent danger, one takes measures that are inappro-
priate, or exceed the limits of necessity, causing unwarranted
damage, the emergency actor shall bear appropriate tort liabil-
ity.
Article 23. Under circumstances in which one suffers un-
lawful infringement of his legal rights or interests and there is
insufficient time to request intervention by a proper agency, and
not taking measures would jeopardize one's rights and interests,
a right-holder can undertake reasonable self help - such as im-
posing necessary physical restraint on the wrongdoer or detain-
ing the tortfeasor's property. But he must inform the proper
agency without unreasonable delay.
If self help is undertaken in error, or if such measures cause
unwarranted damage, the actor must bear tort liability.
Article 24. When the victim is also at fault for the occur-
rence of the damage, the tort liability of the tortfeasor may be
reduced.
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CHAPTER IV. MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT LIABILITY
Article 25. If a moving motor vehicle strikes a non-motor-
ized vehicle or a pedestrian and causes harm, and the above mo-
tor vehicle is part of a compulsory third-party (liability) insur-
ance plan, the insurance company, within the limits of insur-
ance, shall pay compensation. Responsibility for loss in excess of
the amount of insurance is borne by the owner of the motor
vehicle - but if it can be shown that the vehicle operator ex-
hausted safety measures, responsibility to pay compensation for
the damage can be reduced or avoided.
When operation of a motor vehicle causes damage to a non-
motorized vehicle or a pedestrian, and the motor vehicle does
not participate in a mandatory third party insurance plan, the
motor vehicle owner is responsible for compensation for the
damage. But responsibility to pay compensation for damage can
be reduced or avoided if it can be shown that the vehicle opera-
tor exhausted [reasonable] safety measures.
Alternate Version: If a motor vehicle while being operated on an
open road causes harm to another, and the vehicle operator is at fault he
shall bear responsibility to pay compensation for the damage. But if a
vehicle operated on a limited access road causes damage and that vehicle
cannot show itself to be without fault, the vehicle's operator or owner
shall be responsible for paying compensation for the damage.
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Article 26. When a motor vehicle collision occurs, causing
damage to another, and a motor vehicle is in a mandatory third
party liability insurance plan, the insurance company shall pay
compensation within the insured amount (insurance policy lim-
its). For the part of the damage in excess of the insured amount,
the owner of the vehicle at fault bears the responsibility of pay-
ing compensation.
If a collision between motor vehicles causes damage, and
the vehicle does not have the mandatory third party liability in-
surance, the owner of the vehicle at fault bears responsibility to
pay compensation for the loss.
Article 27. If a leased or borrowed vehicle is so operated so
as to cause damage to another, the vehicle owner, renter, and
borrower bearjoint liability. A vehicle owner without whose fault
damage occurs, after paying compensation to the victim, can
seek payment from the renter or borrower.
If a lease-financed vehicle is so operated as to cause damage
to another, the lessee bears tort liability.
Article 28. If a stolen motor vehicle is operated so as to
cause harm to another, the thief shall bear tort liability; but if
the vehicle owner is at fault in managing the vehicle, he shall
bear the responsiblility for the balance of the compensation
owed.
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Article 29. If a motor vehicle is under repair or in the cus-
tody and care of another, or is held as security for an obligation,
and the repairer, the custodian, or the mortagee in possession
without authorization causes harm to another, then the repairer,
custodian, or mortagee in possession should bear tort liability.
Article 30. In an installment sale, the buyer bears tort liabil-
ity after the purchaser takes possession of a motor vehicle if the
vehicle is operated so as to cause damage to another.
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CHAPTER V. ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION LIABILITY
Article 31. If environmental pollution causes harm to the
person or property of another, the organization or individual in-
volved shall bear tort liability unless the organization or individ-
ual is within the legal provisions for exemption from liability.
Article 32. If pollutants are discharged within the stipu-
lated/prescribed limits, yet the discharge results in identifiable/
evident harm to another, etc., the organization or individual in-
volved shall bear tort liability.
Article 33. If an agency or person who discharges a pollu-
tant cannot prove that there is no causal relationship between
the toxic discharge and consequent damage, a causal relation-
ship shall be presumed to exist.
Article 34. In the case of environmental pollution causing
harm to another, where the particular party causing harm can-
not be identified, the unit or person shall be responsible for the
damage related to the discharge based on the proportion of pol-
lutant discharged.
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CHAPTER VI PRODUCT LIABILITY
Article 35. In case of a defect in a product causing bodily
injury or property damage, the manufacturer shall bear tort lia-
bility.
If a manufacturer can show one of the following circum-
stances, it does not bear tort liability:
(1) The product has not yet been placed into circulation;
(2) When the product was placed in circulation, the injury-
causing defect did not yet exist;
(3) At the time the product was placed into circulation, sci-
ence and technology were such that one could not discover
the existence of the defect.
Article 36. If a seller's fault causes a product to have a de-
fect, causing injury to the person or property of another, the
seller shall bear tort liability.
In the case of a seller unable to identify the defective prod-
uct's manufacturer and unable to identify the defective prod-
uct's distributor, the seller shall bear tort liability.
Article 37. If a defect in a product causes bodily injury or
property damage, the victim can demand compensation from
the manufacturer, and can demand compensation from the
seller.
If a product defect was caused by the manufacturer, the
seller, after paying compensation, has the right to demand reim-
bursement from the manufacturer.
If a seller's fault makes a product defective, the manufac-
turer, after paying compensation, has the right to demand reim-
bursement from the seller.
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Article 38. If a product's faluty [inadequate] instructions
for use causes bodily injury, or damage to property, the manufac-
turer and seller bear joint liability, but if bodily injury or prop-
erty damage is due to misuse by the victim, the product manufac-
turer and seller do not bear tort liability.
Article 39. If a product defect threatens serious harm to a
user's or third party's personal safety or property, then the user
or third party has the right to demand that the manufacturer,
seller, or third party bear the burden of eliminating the danger,
removing the obstacle, etc.
Article 40. In the case of a transporter, or warehouseman,
or other third party's fault causing a product to have a defect
that causes bodily injury or property damage, the product manu-
facturer or seller, after paying compensation, has the right to
demand that the third party reimburse the cost.
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CHAPTER VII. LIABILITY FOR ULTRAHAZARDOUS ACTIVITY
Article 41. If one injures another by engaging in activity in-
volving work at a height, high voltage, highly combustible mater-
ials, explosives, radiation, or similar activity that is ul-
trahazardous to the surroundings, he shall bear tort liability. But
if it can be proven that the damage is due to the victim's inten-
tional act or is caused by force majeure [an irresistible force],
tort liability shall not be imposed.
Article 42. If during operation, a spacecraft or aircraft
causes damage to another, the operator [of the aircraft or space-
craft] shall bear tort liability. But if the operator can prove that
the damage is due to the intentional act of the victim, the opera-
tor shall not bear tort liability.
Article 43. If in the operation of a nuclear facility or in
transport, nuclear fuel, nuclear waste, or other nuclear materi-
als, cause injury to others due to their radioactivity, toxicity, ex-
plosive, or other hazards, the owner or government licensed [au-
thorized] nuclear facility manager shall bear tort liability; but if
the owner or manager can show that the injury is due to the
victim's intentional conduct, then tort liability will not be im-
posed [on the owner or manager].
Article 44. If the manufacture, storage, or transport of elec-
tricity, liquid, gas, or steam, because of the high power they con-
tain, causes harm to another, the owner, person in possession, or
manager shall bear tort liability. But if the owner, possessor, or
manager can show the damage is due to the victim's intentional
act, or that its cause is force majeure, then tort liability shall not
be imposed.
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Article 45. If in manufacturing, processing, use, or employ-
ment of ultrahazardous combustible, explosive, toxic, or radioac-
tive materials, the materials because of their hazardous character
cause injury to another, the owner, possessor, or manager shall
bear tort liability; but if that oWner, possessor, or manager can
prove/show the injury is due to the victim's intentional act or to
force majeure, he shall not bear tort liability.
Article 46. Among the owner, possessor, and manager
transporting combustibles, explosives, poisons, radioactive mate-
rial, or other ultrahazardous materials, if damage is caused to
another due to the material's dangerous nature, the owner, pos-
sessor, and manager shall bear joint tort liability. On the basis of
principles in the law of contract regarding the bearing of risk,
any party who actually satisfies the liability may recover compen-
sation from other parties.
If an ultrahazardous material, due to its dangerous charac-
ter, causes damage while in transport, a transporter who cannot
show himself to be without fault in the occurrence of the injury
shall bear joint tort liability.
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Article 47. If, when not in use, but while in possession of
combustible, explosive, toxic, radioactive, or other ul-
trahazardous materials, that dangerous character does harm to
another, the material's owner shall bear tort liability.
When not in use, if another stores combustible, explosive,
toxic, radioactive or other such ultrahazardous material, which
because of its dangerous character causes damage, the ware-
houseman/bailee and the owner shall bear joint liability.
If different owners store ultrahazardous materials at the
same place, which, because of their dangerous character cause
injury to another, and one cannot show that the damage is not
due to his own product, the warehouseman/bailee and the'
owner shall each bear joint liability.
Article 48. If a train while in operation causes injury to an-
other, the train operator shall bear tort liability. But if the opera-
tor can show that the injury is due to the victim's intentional
conduct or by force majeure (irresistible force), the operator
shall not bear tort liability; if the train operator can show that
the injury to the victim occurred due to his fault, the operator's
liability shall be reduced or mitigated.
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Article 49. In case a third party's fault results in an ul-
trahazardous materials use/employment causing injury to an-
other, the ultrahazardous material operator, after paying com-
pensation, has the right of recoupment (indemnification) from
the third party.
Article 50. If abandoned or lost ultrahzardous material due
to its hazardous nature causes injury to another, the owner or
the one who abandoned it bears tort liability.
If abandoned ultrahazardous material due to its dangerous
character causes injury to another, the original owner or one
who lost it bears tort liability.
Article 51. In case of unlawful possession of ultrahazardous
material which causes injury to another, liability shall be borne
by the one who unlawfully possesses the material. If the mate-
rial's owner cannot show that he himself fulfilled the obligation
to [safeguard the material by] prevent[ing] unlawful possession,
he shall bear the responsiblility for the balance of the compensa-
tion owed.
Article 52. If someone without permission enters a legal
area for ultrahazardous activities or storage of hazardous materi-
als and suffers injury in that area, and the area or facility opera-
tor took sufficient safety measures (precautions) to warn and
protect others, the operator does not bear tort liability for the
injuries suffered by the victim in that zone.
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CHAPTER VIII LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES
CA USED BY ANIMALS
Article 53. If a domesticated animal causes harm to some-
one, the animal's keeper or manager shall bear tort liability, ex-
cept if the keeper or manager can show that the injury is due to
the victim's fault; or, if the injury is due to a third party's fault,
the third party shall bear tort liability.
Article 54. If a wild animal in a wildlife/nature reservation
causes injury to someone, the managing agency bears the obliga-
tion to compensate the victim, except if the agency can show the
injury is due to the victim's fault. If a third party's fault causes
harm then the third party shall bear liability.
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CHAPTER IX LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES CAUSED BY OBJECTS
Article 55. If a building or any other installation, or any
fixture or hanging thing collapses, or comes loose, or falls down,
causing injury to another, its owner or manager shall bear tort
liability, unless he can show himself to be without fault.
Article 56. If an object thrown from within a building or
something hanging on a building comes loose, or falls off, caus-
ing personal injury, and one cannot determine the specific
wrongdoer/tortfeasor, then every user/occupant of the building
shall bear tort liability, except if a user/occupant can show that
he himself is not a wrongdoer.
Article 57. If the collapse of a stack causes injury to an-
other, and the stacker cannot prove 1) that he took [exhausted]
all reasonable care when stacking the material, or 2) that he exe-
cuted his management duties, the stacker shall bear tort liability.
Article 58. If someone places an obstacle on a public way,
causing injury [harm] to another, the one who placed the obsta-
cle shall bear tort liability.
Article 59. If a tree [or branch] breaks, or fruit falls, caus-
ing injury to another, the tree or fruit tree owner or manager
who cannot show he is without fault shall bear tort liability.
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Article 60. If in a public place, on the wayside, or on a thor-
oughfare one digs, makes repairs, installs underground equip-
ment, etc. without warning clearly by signs or taking safety mea-
sures, causing harm to another, the worker shall bear tort liabil-
ity.
If operations in underground facilities cause harm to an-
other, and the below ground facility manager cannot prove him-
self to have met his management duties, he shall bear tort liabil-
ity.
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CHAPTER X. SPECIAL PROVISIONS REGARDING THE
SUBJECT OF TORT LIABILITY
Article 61. If a person without legal capacity, or with re-
stricted legal capacity, causes harm to another, the guardian
shall bear tort liability.
If a person without legal capacity or with restricted legal ca-
pacity who has assets causes harm, he shall pay costs from those
assets. Any deficiency shall be satisfied by the guardian.
Article 62. If a legal person's staff, in carrying out duties,
harm another physically, or in his property, the legal person
shall bear tort liability.
After paying compensation, the legal person can pursue
compensation from the employees whose fault caused the harm.
Article 63. If a website operator [permits and allows] an in-
ternet user to commit tortious acts, or if the operator still does
not take measures to eliminate the consequences of the wrong-
ful act by taking measures such as removing the tortious content
after being warned by a right holder, then the website operator
and the user of the site shall jointly bear tort liability.
Article 64. If a right holder demands an infringing website
user's registration information, and the website operator without
good cause refuses to provide the information, the operator
shall bear related tort liability.
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Article 65. If customers of an inn, a bank, or a train's pas-
sengers, at the inn, bank, or on the train suffer injury by another
the tortfeasor shall bear tort liability.
In circumstances in which there is no way to identify the
tortfeasor or the tortfeasor does not have the ability to bear the
compensation responsibility, if the inn, bank, or railroad owners
or managers have fulfilled their safety obligations, they shall not
bear tort liability; but they shall bear responsibility to make the
victim whole if the obligation to protect the customer or passen-
ger has not been fulfilled.
Article 66. One who instructs another to carry out a tortious
act is a joint tortfeasor, and shall bear joint liability.
One who instructs a person of restricted legal capacity to
carry out a tortious act is a joint tortfeasor and shall bear princi-
pal liability[;] if the person of restricted legal capacity has a
guardian, the guardian shall bear joint tort liability.
If one instructs a person without legal capacity to carry out a
tortious act, he acts as a tortfeasor and shall bear tort liability.
Article 67. If two or more persons together engage in the
same kind of dangerous conduct, and the conduct causes harm
to another, then if the actors can show/prove the specific
tortfeasor, the tortfeasor shall bear tort liability; but if an actor
cannot show who is the specific tortfeasor between one or the
others, the actor shall bear joint liability.
Article 68. If one or more persons' separate conduct causes
the same harm, and one can determine the extent of the respon-
sibility, each shall respectively bear proportionate tort liability; if
one cannot show the specific extent, they shall each bear the
mean tort liability.
